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考试题预祝所有考生顺利通过考试！ I. Vocabulary Directions:

There are 20 incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence

there are fourchoices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the ONE

answer that best completes the sentence andmark your answer on the

Answer Sheet. 1. After we had been in the village for a few months,

we so liked it that we decided to settle there___. A. in turn B. for

good C. as usual D. at most 2. I am easily hurt because my feelings

are very __. A. sensible B. sensational C. sensitive D. sentimental 3. A

large sum of money has been raised for the __ of the poorly educated

children in the mountainous districts. A. profit B. favor C. advantage

D. benefit 4. High speed aircraft is made of metals that can __ both

high temperature and pressure. A. stand by B. put up with C.

withhold D. withstand 5. He failed again in the driving test. I dont

know why __ he was so nervous. A. in the earth B. on the earth C. in

earth D. on earth 6. No one can behave ___, completely regardless of

social conventions. A. at will B. at random C. on purpose D. on easy

7. The attack on Pearl Harbor __ the indignation of the whole

nation. A. raised B. rose C. aroused D. arose 8. Eminent physicists

from all over the world came to the U.S. to __ the centennial (一百

周年) of Einsteins birth. A. congratulate B. applaud C. celebrate D.



participate 9. With the winter here you can __ these skirts till you

need them again next summer. A. do away with B. put away C. get

rid of D. give away 10. In the bitter cold, the explorers managed to __

despite the shortage of food. A. live B. survive C. bear D, endure 11.

She was a simple, __ and hard-working woman. A. practicable B.

favorable C. feasible D. practical 12. It is __ practice to bring a

present to the hostess when one is invited to dinner. A. general B.

usual C. ordinary D. common 13. Mother hopes her son will __

doing anything rash. A. keep from B. avoid from C. ask from D.

protect from 14. The Johnsons __ the house before they decided to

buy it. A. looked out B. looked over C. looked after D. looked on 15.

It was a long time before the cut on my hand __ completely. A.

healed B. recovered C. improved D. cured 16. They remained full of

hope and determination __ their repeated failures. A. instead of B. in

search of C. because of D. in spite of 17. I mistook you ___your

brother. A. for B. as C. to be D. by 18. ___to secret document is

denied to all but few. A. Access B. Approach C. Contact D. Touch

19. On Christmas Eve, we had several guests, who were ___friends of

our daughter. A. almost B. mostly C. most D. nearly 20. He has to

make a living by himself because he doesnt have parents to __. A.

keep on B. depend with C. rely on D. go to 相关推荐：
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